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Friday, October 20, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

·No Pay

Saturday Extras
Needed for Movie
Extras are needed for a motion
picture being rnade about UNM.
Sorry, there's no pay, just a
couple of hours easy work walk~
ing back and forth on the Union
Mall.
The filming is scheduled for
this Saturday morning at 8:30.
Volunteers are asked to report to
the north rnall area.
The film, which will be seen
nation~wide on television, will be
shot frorn a helicopter hovering
over the rnall and Zirnrnerman
Field.
This is a chance to help the
university in an important project. Anyone interested is askc:d
to call ext. 2341 and leave the1r
narne.

Junior College
Could Aid U.
(Continued frorn page 1)
Popejoy emphasized that "No
money would come out of the
regular allocation to UNM."
The Bernalillo county junior
college feasibility study has not
been conducted yet, Popejoy said,
but it .should be completed very
soon.
. A Bernalillo county junior college would require a tax levy by
the county's citizens, and then the
approval of the BEF. Popejoy
said that the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce is pushing the
proposal.
He added that he himself is
strongly in favor of the idea. "If
the citizens get behind the idea,
I think it will pass," he said.
Popejoy said that "the feasibility study, of course, is primary.
It will also attempt to determine.
the optimum location for the
school, '3hould it come about," he
added.

Heady Asks Student: Power .
(Continued from page 1)
consideration with other groups,
he said. "Institutions ar~ run. by
shared power," and d1scuss1on,
negotiation, compromise, and even
op~n demands ar.e necess~y Jo
gam a share of thJs power, ea y
581'd
·· •
•
.
Fourth, colleges and umyers1ties must str.e~gth;en agenc1es of
student partlCipab?n and establish a representa~1ve system. to
express student v1ews, he sa1~. .
Last, students must study the
individual characteristics of each
institution to deter!lline how much
power they can gam and use suecessfully, Heady said.
"Today's social, political, and

'Pressure Valve'
(Continued from page 1)
with faculty members, speakers
at The Forum agreed.
Nevertheless, the pressure cooker environment of colleges and
universities is a good apprenticeship for adult life, they agreed.
The girl who criticized lack of
personalism on the UNM campus
drew applause from other students in ·the audience, but a recent dropout suggested, "Try
dropping out. It's a great favor
to yourself."
' giv.
"If we drop out now were
ing up," the girl responded. "We
can only change the pressure
. cooker from the inside. If we
want to change the world we have
to get training first. Knowledge
is freedom-is that archaic?" she
asked him.
"We have our own battlefield
at UNM, and it's just as important as any national issue. We
can start right here. We are not
powerless, but we have to work
together," she asserted.

Listen to KUNM
A film by

PIER PAOLO PASOLINI

The Gospel
According
to St. Matthew

•

·

d· · ·
philosophical issues ;r~ lYI.slve,
feelings ru\hi1ht: s!l:t~:~: ~~
consei~us ~ ~~ of the problems,"
even 'dena u
he~al · th less students should
be i~~':Jve~ in' these issues. The
. t on campuses today is areunres
suit of this involvement and
should be turned to constructive
ends, he said.
.
"Students deserve recognition
as citizens; they should not be
denied any· rights afforded to citizens nor should they be provided
prot~ction not given to other citizens," Heady said.
A university functions to provide a climate for society's critics,
but the school itself should avoid
taking a position of advovacy on
any issue, he said.
"Experimentation is the key to
academic reform at this stage,"
he said. The UNM administration

WANT ADS

Friday '7:00 &: 10:00 PM
50¢

Union Theatre

The Association for Asi~n Studies will hold its western 'Conference Oct. ·20-21 in the UN]!,{,
Union.
•
UNM professors presentmg 1ec•
tures are Foster Rhea Dulles,.
visiting distinguished professor ·
of United States diplomatic history, and Archie J. Ba.hm, professor of philosophy.
The conference will include discussions on Japan, China, Korea,
Southeast Asia, and India.
An address by John W. Hall of
Yale University, pre~ident of ~he
Association for Astan Stud1es,.
will be given at a dinner meeting
Saturday.

Ferlinghetti

.•

A reception for poet Lawrence
Ferlinghetti will be held at' the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas N.E., this afternoon from
4 to 6.

TOMORROW
AT
MIDNIGHT

TRANSJ.>ORTATION WANTED
MORNING ride wanted !rom vicinity of
Rio Bmvo and Isleta SW daily or OC·
casionally. Call 877-3172. 10/20, 23, 25,
30.

UNDERGROUND
SCIENCE
FICTION

•

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 100o/'o human hair hand tied
falL Very close to blonde. Excellent condition. Make offer. J.>hone 255-4207 niter
5 p.m. 10/18, 19, 20, 28,
1960 SUNBEAM ALPINE roadster. New
top interior, and paint. Complete cnginC overhaul, also transmission. Two
new tires, wire wheels. After 6 p.m.
oall 255-8474. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.
USED CYCLES: 1964 BMW $460; 1957
150cc Suzuki $296: 1964 Bianchi $100,
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.
LOVELY white brick front home. 3 bd.
rm., dining room, 1!J!., bat~. den, Ncnr
freeways, 16 min. to Umv. Many extras. w/w carpets, draues, heated oversize 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & back sprink!Ol'S. Luted at FHA
appmiaal Owner leaving N. Mcx. Call
299-5865. 10/18 contd.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00,
Order several C1hristm!UI gift •ubscriP·
tions now. Call student rep. 247-9082.
10/19, 20, 23, 25.
MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark ll Spitfire
$900. Call 242-6919.

"SINS OF THE FLESHAPOIDS"
A love story that tokes place
o million years in the future.
PLUS
"LURK"
Another version of the Frankenstein.
TURN OUT
TO
TURN ON
AT

Smokey's. friends
don't pial
with matches!

Jl:»e»ZL ::E-&.::ELC!Jh.e»"•
~108 Central a.m. :liil47•_4414

HELl." WANTED
WANTED : Reliable man to run dish·
washer at CHAR-BROIL
STEAK
HOUSE, Mon.-Fri. 9 :30 a.m.-2 p.m.
$1.25 per hour pillS meals. Permanent
job begin immediately. Ken Harden
266:7020 or come by 6515 Centml Ave.
NE :ioat above San Mateo. 10/12 thru

THE COLLEGE INN still has oome aceomtnodations available. 20

m~ls

a week,

maid & linen service, color TV, swim·

pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, _walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. :Phone
243·2881.

:min~

..fn1iDA·MARViN~~AllAN·~IcKMAN

No problems,.no messages, no philosophies, no way-out art, no way-in techniques , • •
just straightaway plain pleasure. Is that the way to make a funny movie?
Sat. 7:00 & 10:00 'I'M
You bet it isl
50¢ Unlon Theatre
Son. 5:00 & 8:00 PM
- ~-

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickuP and delivery. Open until 8
p,m, on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter SC1'vice, 2217 Coal SE, :Phone
243-0688.

SORRY

l."ERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. FSYCHA•
DELIO POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
DEL NORTE '67 GRADS-ON HO:MEJ..
COMING to be held on Nov. 10. Dona•
tiona being taken for Queen's gift. See
Roy Reini, Dou~ Champlin, Steve TI-

But for reasons beyond our control
"A Man and A Woman11 will not be
shown this week.

on Pancho'

tone, Tom Hnrrmgton.

listen to KUNM
Be worldly.f

When was the last
time you stalked the
wily ghouti in darkest Bechuanaland?
Or challenged the s~eer precil!ices of
El Diablo, the Devil Mountam? Or
congratulated the nubile Mar;que~a de
Ia Portago after being bested m a
demanding game of treggi? Oh, you
stayed home all week on account of a
touch of the miseries. Well, cheer up.
Try Schlitz. Oh, imd stick around the
neighborhood. That way you'll never
run out. 'Cause when you're out of
Schlitz, Bunky ••.
you're out of beer.

d.rink Schlitz

C 1966 Jo~~ Schlitt Brewfn~ Co.; Mifwauhe, Wit.

The UAAQBACCVMBAM* Demands adoption of shotgun offence radically new
blunderbuss style defense against San Jose: . . . :·
This message is brought to you b11
Henry's Hamburgers which proudly ofje'fs .. .
Apple Pic Turnovers

J

-~ --·

,·

by C. REYNOLDS
Representatives of SDS, UNM
administration and faculty, and
student government exchanged
heated accusations but arrived at
a conse'{lsus on the relevance of
"student power" at UNM at a
meeting Friday of the American
Association of University Professors.
A variety of positions and ex~
planations of the ramifications of
1
' student power" was offered by
the v~u;ious members of the panel
led by English professor James
Thorson.
Members of the {)anel were
political·science professor Martin
Needler, Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender,
SDS member Bill Coleman, and
Associated Students President
.tcihn Thorson.
Lavender said, he is "corn~
mitted to an absolutely unshakable belief that there is an appropriate role for students in the
goyeming of their university."
W'ten challenged by an SDS
member on the q~estion of who
would determine what was ap-

Homecoming, and the entire greek system in
order to concentrate on "relevant" issues and
politics. Representatives on the panel are, from
left, ASUNM president, John Thorson; English
professor James Thorson, Coleman, Vice•pres•
ident for Student Affairs Harold Lavender and
political science professor Martin Needler.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
A two-hour health education
course dealing with nutrition, sex
education, psychic health, the role
of physical activity in human
health and disease, and drugs, is
planned by the Health Education
Currieulum Committee of the
UNM physical education department.
Edwin Delzer, chairman of the
Henlth Education Curriculum
Committee, said the committee is
c.vnrking with Associated Stu~
,Je;Jl.~; Prni<lcml. .John Thorson on
the i•v~>sihi1ity uf having the onel'~·mNJter, two-hour course fill two
of the fom•-unit undergraduate
{ll•yl-irnl edueation requirements.
"If the course is begun, it will
cover fou~ main areas in depth
rather than trying to cover the
btmul. expanse of material involved in health educntion," Belzer said.
Iielzer said he had met with
1'horson and they had decided
that nutrition, sex education,
psychic health, physical activity

European Justice

Milk ·(Shakes)

25¢
Across from Campus
1916 Central S:F1~=;;;:=::;_,0pen 11 :00 to 11:00
By Any Method.·

propriate, Lavender said that
there are certain areas-such as
faculty restrooms-which are obviously inappropqriate, and that
other disputed areas would be
worked out in student-faculty~
administration debate.
"The UNM campus climate is
remarkably lacking in violent
positions on this question, and
there are many areas of student
decision-making on this campus
which are really important," Lavender said.
"Discussion for· the future appears imminent in areas of. curricular policy, generalpolicy, and
plans for building, finances, and
lobbying," he added.
ASUNM President Thorson
disputed some of Lavender's assertions, and said "It is a paradox to have such forthright au~
thoritarian relationships in a
university which is supposed to
stand as a symbol of democracy."
"I've seen the great inertia
which binds this University in its
hands," Thorson said. "The indifferents are in the majority,"
he added.

"But the active minority has
always written history. Students,
with proper leadership, can call
on their university to keep up
with the times, aud . to go ahead
of the times," he said.
"But UNM lacks leadership.
Student government, SDS, YAF,
and all the rest are in-groups
concerned with their petty interests. I can stand here and say I
represent 13,000 students, and I
would be lying," Thorson added.
"We must seek out leaders, and
at the same time avoid the
danger of over-reacting, Militancy in a violent sense is only our
last resort," he eald.
Needler, a specialist on Latin
America, pointed out the absurdity of the two extremes of student power at higher education
institutions around the world .
"Latin Ame1·ican student participation in university policies has
often reached a reductio ad absurdum" with many interesting
forms of corruption,'' he said.
"Student politicians pass all
classes due to their professors'
fear, and in some cases these

New U. PE Course Planned

ftUHIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIli i i i i i /111111/11111111/IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII

20¢

•'tho Upright Amcricnn Al'nlehair Qunrterbacks Association for Clean Cut Victories

SDS member Bill Coleman is shown here confronting members of Asociated Students govern·
.roent, UNM administration, and UNM faculty
on the QUestion of student power at UNM. The
discussion took place Friday at a meeting of the
American Association of University Professors.
.Coleman called for the elimination of Fiesta,

WASHINGTON-Well over 100,000 demonstrators who
came here Saturday to call for peace in VietNam. were met
at the Pentagon by about 2500 federal troops armed with
clubs and rifles, some with bayonets attached.
The troops and U.S. marshals used clubs and tear gas to
hold back demonstrators who broke through police lin$ ·in
an effort to reach and enter the Pentagon itself.
More than 400 were arrested. Some were seriously injured
and carried away from the Pentagon with bloody faces.
Several hundred more received minor injuries.
About 20 demonstrators actually made it inside the Pentagon but were quickly thrown out by troops waiting inside
the doors. About 2000 people sat on the long porch along
the north wall of the Pentagon Saturday night. Military
police were removing them one by one. Another 2000 supporters remained on the mall below.
Late Saturday night .one of the MP's defected to the
demonstrators. He put down his gun and walked from his
position in the line into the
group of demonstrators amid
a loud cheer. Though there
was no confirmation from
this from the defense destudents can even sell this right
partment at least one reportto others,'' he added. ·

Student Power 'Relevant,' Panel Says

LOST
LOST: Men's black wallet between chemistry bldg. and College Inn. Reward of·
fercd, Call 247-2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 23,

ROOM&BOARD

(Italian)

tions. The two experimental freshrnan courses offered .this fall are
examples, Heady sa1d.
Dean Chester Travelstead of
the College of Education asserte~,
"The atmosphere
. . for
. change m
this University IS qmte encouraging. Doors have been unlocked a.nd
students should push them Wlde
open."
He cited .as examples a re~e1,1t
ruling allowing students to s1t m
on general faculty meetings, to
act in policy-making on studen~
faculty committ\les, a~d to. participate in faculty meetmgs m the
College of Education.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day be~ore
publication to Room 159, Student Pubboa·
tiona Bulldin~, or tdephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

10/ZO.

A Brandon Films 16mm release

·s seriously cons1dermg policy
~hanges
in curriculum and regula-

Asian Studies Talks
Planned for Oct.· 20

The Honot·able. Maurice La•
arangc will speak tonight on
."The 'Role of the European
Xlourt of Justice in the Integration, (lf .liJ\Il:(1pe,~' Th~ address,
o,Pen to ,the,public, Wlll be held
'at 'the UNM Law School Moot
Court Roorn at 8:15 p.m.
.mJMI-HIAIIMI--11-IIPIC•

Needler said that . "the other , er said he witnessed the defecextreme, paternalism, can also tion.
There were wide discrepaneies
stifle the educational process. I
think at UNM we are in a good in the estimates of the number of
position to work out a form of demonstrators. The defense destudent policy-making because of, partment said there were about
35,000 and police put the figure
the good atmosphere here.'
"It will be most effective if the at 55,000. But there seemed to
active students don't take a. posi- be well over 100,000 people intion of perpetual opposition of volved, and leaders of the Naprinciple to everything the ad- tional Mobilization to End the
ministration does,'' Needler said. War in. VietNam said there. may
SDS member Bill Coleman have been as many as 200,000.
There were enough demonstra·
called for an increased student
tors
to .-.till the large Pentagon
vo\ce in government of the Uni•
versity and a change in direction mall with enough left over to
of various policies toward more fili more than one-third of the
hu~e north Plldring ]ot. ,'!'he
rolev.ant contomporary issues.
Coleman called for the elimina- peace march started at the .Ci'ntion of Fiesta, Homecoming, and coln. Memorial at about 1. :80 p.m.
the entire greek system because and marchers.. were still coming
of their lack of relevance to im- into the parking lot at 6 p.m.
The confrontation with mili::
portant University operations.
tary
police and federal marshals
Thorson replied, "Let them die
began
almost immediately a:fter
a natural death if they are going
the'
demonstrators
began enter~
to die. We can direct ourselves ing the parking lot where
a rally
toward important issues and at was scheduled.
the same time keep supporting
Of them streamed past
these programs until enough peo- theMost
point
where the rally was to
ple regard them as trivial to jus- be held. They
also passed the
tify their elimination."
area where a group of hippies
had gathered to drive the evi!
spirits out of the five-sided build'Salt of the Earth'
ing.
All UNM students are invited
A large group, led by two men
to a showing of the film "Salt with crash helmets and loud
of the Earth" at a meeting of speakers charged a line of about
the Albuquerque Luncheon Club a. dozen MPs in the southwest
tomorrow at noon at Cocina de corner of the parking lot. ':Cll,ey
Carlos, 4900 Lomas Blvd., NE.
(Continued On Page 3)

in. human. health and i'isease, and next meeting of the committee,"
drugs would be the most approp- Belzer said.
riate areas of study for students.
Belzer said there had been a
"Coronary heart disease is the suggestion that the present Health
main killer of Americans today, Education 171, personal and comand this is largely due to. poor munity health, which he teaches,
diet. A course of this nature be revamped on an interdiscipwould educate students in meth- linary basis, with lecturers from
ods of avoiding coronary heart. the Medical School, the biology
disease by having a proper, well- department, home economics debalanced diet," Belzer said.
pR!·tment, and the School of Law.
"If a student has some knowl"There arc people who serve as
edge of. nutrition, he will be able guest lecturers in the present
to buy the right food for a bal- health education courses, but it
anced diet and won't have to pay should be established on a more
high p1·ices at a health food formal basis so tha.t instructors
store,'' Belzer continued.
would have these courses ori their
The portion of the course deal- regular teaching loads," Belzer
ing with drugs would educate said.
studentn about patent medicines,
Belzer also suggested the estabstimulants and deprssants, hal- . lishntent of the course on a passlucogenics, and narcotics.
fail system for students not ma''Material treated in the course joring in the health, physical
would probably vary according education, and recreation departto student needs and interests," ment.
said Belzer.· "For example, if a
"This would be beneficial to
new drug eliminated coronary students working in other areas
heart disease as the nation's main of the University and at. the same
health problem, it would be use- time would enable professors to
less to study in depth the causes concentrate and more closely evand methods of prevention of this aluate students majoring in P.E.,"
particular disease. Health prob- Belzer said,
lems present at a particular time
Belzet• said research on incorwould be focused on," Belzer said. porating the eourse into the de·
"There could be some resistance partrnent began when Thorson
to this course because of the re• mentioned to him that students
duction of required physical ac- who might be interested in taking
POET LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI read his poetry Friday night
tivity courses. Some people would a course of this nature often had to a more-than-capacity crowd in the anthropology lecture hall. Fer•
argue that a reduction of physical to discard the idea because of not linghetti is the author of "A Coney Island of the Mind" and several
activity would make a society being able to fit an additional other collections of poems. He is the propri!ltor of the City Light&
even more sedentary. All these three-hour course into their pro• bookstore in San Francisco and a close acquaintance of poet Allen
pomts will be discussed at the grarn of studies.
Ginzberg and former UNM poot Robert Creeley,

·:
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g ,.a~9un the corner. Several
dem?nstrators were arrested, includmg the two helmeted leaders
and novelist Norman Mailer Later Satu d
· ht D
'
li
.
r ~y mg
ave Del. ng~r, chall'n.tan of the mobil1zatwn comm1ttee, was also arrested.
.
·After the initial confrontation
most of the ?emonstrators moved
on ~P the hlil from the parking
lot m an .attempt to enter the
mall area m front of the Pentagon. .
.
A smgle hne of federal troops
guarded the entrance to the Pentagon as the demonstrators beg;n to gather peacefully in front
0 them.
There had been no incidents
when. abo~t 50. federal troops
carrymg rifles With bayonets attached ran out the ;front door
0~ the Pentago? and hned up behmd the first !me of troops.
The new troops pointed their
bayonets at the demonstrators.
After about five minutes they
were ordered to unsheath the
ba~onets:
The . demonstrators
weie s~lil standmg .peacefully
when thxs order w:as g1ven. ~ter
~bout t~n more mmutes of pomtmg the1r bayonets at the crowd
the troops were or~ere? to take
the bayonets off the1r rifles.
The Pentagon says that no
bayonets were unsheathed and
~hat ~hey w~r~ always carried
~~ upr1ght p~s1t1ons-never pointe ·
. .
Several
mc1dents
occurred
when demonstrators tried to
charge up the steps toward the
~entagon . porch through police
lmes. Pollee fou~ht the demonst~~tors ba~k Wtth clubs. The
!"1htary. pohce seemed ~ be sat~~fied Wtth merely holdmg their
lmes but federal marshals beat
some of the marchers with their
clubs.
On several occasions two or
three marshals continu'ed beating a demonstrator after he baa ·
fallen to the ground. Five arrested demonstrators had to be taken
to the hospital with head injuries,
according to the Defense Department.
1

I

I

•"·"I"

H. RICHARD GOODEN
Exec. Officer, USAF

. ,.
'

.·:

Beginning rate:
End rate:

443 wpm-88% comp.
1364 wpm-96%camp.

Beginning rate:
End rate:

342 wpm-59% comp,
1363 wpm-64% comp,

o •.;

I t ' l l It

-

....

PATTI DUNN
Speech Soph.
Beginning rate:
End rate:

223 wpm-88% comp.
2103 wpm-80% comp.

. ..

~........

TINA RUSSELL
UNM Student

FR. BRUCKNER
St. Pius X staff
Beginning rate:
End rate:

Beginning rate:
End rate:

368 wpm-82% comp.
2500 wpm-72% camp.

.... "' ....... "'*"

445 wpm-55% comp,
1220 wpm-84% comp.

•qa~u•ttu.r.'.t

. '"" •

.. ,,.,,

. ,..
~

•••

•1•1Ht·.~

....

'.

-~.,

SANDRA JOHNS
Nursing Soph.
Beginning rate:
End rate:

••

~.

~

Several

·~;o;d,ozendmore MPs came rae-

. '·

LARRY GASSMAN
Math. Grad.

)

tn~es

the

federal

break up the demonstratioi). It

reacted by c!ubbin ·them with the

!;:r~~·h!~~~:rth:: :~£~sju!:i~~ t~~~~i~e~~m~~:t~a~~rs bo~kbo:~ ~~ ~~-~!~~u1:; :1 ~:ht~;!s a~~ ~~!i! 0£h!~ei~a1~~e~j:e,~~t~1 ~~~·-

'
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~!..~E!.es Meet Protestors at Pentagon

WI-IAT l-IAS READING DYNAMICS
DONE FOR TI-IESE UNM STUDENTS?
.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

~

.i,

274 wpm-46% comp.
2000 wpm-76% camp.

LOVEABLI:, Lil' '01

;Ides oDf them. Officmls of the De- which most of the demonstrators swinging and arrested the six · · 8
ense epartment Office of Pub· d B
h
S d
f
·
··
lie Affairs said that none of the arrive · Y 10 ~-~· on1Y t e 2,000 . un ay. a. tern.oon the remamguns wielded by the soldiers had people at the s1t-m and the sup- 1~g 200 s1t-mners on. the Pentabullets in them,
porting protestors remained.
gont' porch fwere reheved by a
Th
.
.
s·
.
con mgent o about 1000 that had
e maJor move toward the
IX of them wel'e arrested when
marched over from the Lincoln
Pentagon doors occurred at about they were taunting some MPs who Memorial.
5:45 p.m. when a group of severa!
hundred
demonstrators
· broke through police lines and
charged toward the northeast
side of the building, About ten
of the demonstrators ran through
a door which was open for membe~s of the press. The door was
qu1ckly closed and locked and
the demonstrators sat on the
floor inside the building.
After the demonstrators were
forced from th b 'ld'
th
troops lined up ~b 01~; ; : ; dee;
in front of the door. Those demonstrators who had broken
through to the porch of the Pentagon started a sit-in in front of
them. The other marchers who
filled the mall, were still 'being
held off the large porch
While this was going ~n other
demonstrators continued to fight
to get onto the porch. Some
climbed -up a rope while others
charged through police lines on
the east side of the porch.
Half a dozen times the troops
used tear gas to drive the demonstrators back, although the Pentagon later said there· was no
authorization for its use and that
the tear gas game from the demilnstrators. But many ·newsmen
saw the troops using tear gas.
All of the soldiers put on ga
masks before the first pellet wa:
exploded, and one pellet was shot
from the roof of the Pentagon.
Five demonstrators had to be
treated for eye injuries due to
tear gas, according to the Pen- · THE· LlTTLE CORONADO team prepares for its heat in the tugtagon.
o~·war at the Fall. Fling last Friday aftemoon at University Sta·
Inside the building Secretary d1um. The Fall Flmg, annually sponsored by the Union Program
·of Defense Robert 'McNamara Directorate, features games ranging from a greased-pole climb to a
spent a normal 1:lay at his desk, three-legged race, and offers UNM students one last chanee to un·
except for times when he watch- wind before winter and midterm exams set in. (Photo by Pawley)
ed the demonstrators on closed·circuit television and when he took
an hour trip to the White House.
Attorney General Ramsey Clark
was also in the building for about
an hour. Both left at 11 p.m.
The troops did not actually

STORY LADY
LISTEN
DAILY

8:15AM
12:15 PM
5:151 PM
10:00 PM

~-

ALBERT GONZALES
Psych. Senior

JOHN BACHECHI
UNM Student
Beginning rate:
End rote:

Beginning rate:
End rate:

272 wpm-82% comp.
2677 wpm-80% camp.

1·.·

TI-lEY ARE ALL RECENT GRADUATES- OF
TI-lE EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS COU~RSE
Until recently these people read about 200 to 400 words per minute. That's about average. Now they
read between 1200 to 2700 words per minute with understanding and recall. They have completed the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Course ... a program that over 300,000 people, like you, have taken
to improve their reading rate and comprehension.
Attend a free demonstration at a time listed below. You will learn how we can help you to faster read-

ACHIEVEMENT WARRANTY"'·:·::
We guarantee .to increase the rMdiiiS efliciency•'Of·eac~·•t•dent
AT LEAST 3 times with good comprehenslo!l. ··We• will .Mund
the entire tuition to ony student who after completing· mtiillnum
class and study requirements, does not at !ei:J'sf'trfple 'his..fli'a<ling
efficiency as measured by our bestnHirlg · dhd •-endin'Q." ·tests,

,,

-------~----Evelyn Wood ~

lleatli11g
207 DARTMOUTH NE

FREE' DEMONSTRATIONS.

USE

ALBUQUERQUE· .
Monday, Oct• 23-3 and· 7 p.m.-.;.. Room 250~ ·
Tuesday, Oct. 24- 3 and 7 p.m.- Room 231C
UNM Studel'lf Union Building

. Monday, Oct~ 23-4:30 and T p.m;
•••

·:
'

h·

'lllit:SIIIslitldtl
•• ••••••••••••••
•
••
•
•
•
•
•••••
••• .•...•...•.. .•
COUPON

' , Coronado Center, Town Hall, louisiana at Menaul

·

TODAY

To: EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
207 Dartmouth NE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
L 10.23
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~---,~,,,P,iek liP Wrangler jeans for their

lean, rangy look and get a
reward-Wranglok8 , the wrin·
klefighter finish. It means neat·
ness forever, ironing never.
. Many great jean colors end
fabrics to choose from. These
new wide wale corduroys.
$6.95. The Mr. Wrongler111 hi·
,:'. . roll hopsock shirt. $5.00. Every·
thing wears better
·
th!!re's KODEL8 in it-a mu!;cle
blend of 50% Kodel polyester/50% combed cotton.

~

. .,

You might say The College Inn has its own
speci~l way of life. They're kind of pioneering
a way of living that's not really a dorm on one
handi yet, not an apartment on the other. It is
almost as if they took the good things of both
and combined them to make The College Inn."
11
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Zip

·.

,

[You get one with every
i. bottle of Lensine, a
l removable contact !ellS

>carrying case. lensine,
,. by Murine Is the new,

...

ifor complete

Please send descriptive.folder.

I understand that I am under no obligation and that
no salesman will call.

:·

:·

•.•. all· purpose solution

g:.

-

a.~~,.¢(.

0

XODEL
....,...,........
._

243·2881 . ( .

303 Ash St. N:E.

Street------------ Phone------

City

GARY LINKOUS- FRESHMAN

'fl.-_: .•

l.o

•

Name

•

Wremember,
... ~ -.: ·.: )be~'W" is silent.
='·

265-6761

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

,..-,;

. ·:.

Wrangler~

:':

'.

6

ing with comprehension and greoter recall.

eward.

280 wpm-77% comp.
1428 wpm-72% camp.

COOPER'S, Albuquerque
.'

·!.HE F,~IR StORE/ Albuquerque.
.. ....

,
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~

'

.

.
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: contact lens care.
. It ends the ne!!d
i for sep1.1rate
solutions for
.·
:wetting, soaking
·.:
• and cleaning your
: ·lenses. It'S the :. ·
: one solutrorl' fa~
Lall your contact .•.. "''"''""''"''"':,;:.;,.,.'"
: .lens problems;.· . :
•·•

ifot:conta~tsi
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The Rowan Column
Che Guevara Is Dead.
So What?
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-Well, it seems established beyond doubt that
Che Guevara, the noto:rious Latin revolutionary, is dead.
Bolivian authorities cut off one of the dead rebel's fingers and
compared it to known fingerprints of the former Cuban insurgent.
Even Guevara's old pal, Fidel Castro, is sufficiently convinced to do a
bit of mourning.
But before we Norte Americanos do any rejoicing, or breathe any
si~s of relief, we had better ask ourselves: What died ·with Guevara? .
The answer is that nothing died that makes democ1·acy one whit
more secure in Latin America, even on a short-term basis.

* * *
Those Indians of Bolivia still live-in abject poverty and wretched
squalor.
Guevara died in dismay, according to his diary, because he could
not fire up any revolutionary zeal within them.
But the whole history of the human race, and certainly recent his·
tory, tell& us that in due time another "Guevara" will come along
who can exploit their anger and their resentment unless something
is done to give them elementary justice on the economic, social and
political levels.
My rec!lnt travels in Latin America convinced me that the chances
of greatly altering the lives of either Bolivia's Indians, or the pitiable
masses of other countrie!,!, are not great. There is no social mobility
in Latin America and until there is that area must shake with fear
whcnl,lver a new "Che Guevara" comes along.
And there are thousands in Latin America who share. the bearded
Cuban's zeal for provoking revolution.

'·'
During a recent evening session in Santiago, a group of Chilean
intellectuals were berating the United States for tolerating social
and racial injustice.
I looked around the room and asked each of the eight Americans
present to name their father's profession and financial status. I began by saying that minl.l had stacked lumber for 25 cents an hour
when I was in grade school. Every American present had risen from
humble circumstances to win status, prestige, and financial rewards
far beyond that of his ancestors.
Before the surprisa wore off the Chilean intellectuals, I asked each
of them. to tell what kind of family background he came from.
To a man, they had come from wealthy, influential families. And
they admitted that the students at the University were almost totally
the children of rich peopla.
They admitted grudgingly that there is not a fraction of the social
mobility in Chile, or most Latin American countries, that there is in
the United States.

* * *
When you think how far we must go to achieve raal social justice
to work
and against in South America.
So those who cherish democracy and wish to preserve it in this
hemisphere had better look upon Guevara's death as merely a fortuitous reprive.
But even that reprive offers precious little time for us to protect
liberty by giving freedom and doing justice-the only meaningful
bulwarks we can build in areas that cry out for revolution.

inwiththe U.S. you have some idea of what Che Guevara had

~-::;:_-::-·~------·.-:..------~--------~~~
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Attendance In ID II I:
Can You Trust Students
Under 30?

Bema
CARL M. SELINGER
Recently I have been asked by
a number of fre~hmen in ID 111
who have kept their promise to
attend class regularly whether we
·Plan to begin taking attendance in
the classes, so that those students
who do not come would not receive credit for the course, Indeed,
it could be argued that appreciable non-attendance completely
releases the faculty from its commitment not to check on student
performance, and that even a surprise examination or the assignment of a paper would now be
justified.
Needless to say, any such action
on the part of the faculty would
amount to a serious breach of
faith with the majority of students in ID 111 who have lived up
to the obligations they assumed
by enrolling; and this is reason
enough to state .categorically that
no policing will be undertaken,
either now or later. In addition,
policing would only serve to reinforce the very student attitude
that appears to cause non-attendance,

'I<

*

But it is one thing to understand a student attitude of "beating the system,'' and quite another
to justify its application to ID
111, or experiments like it. In
case the message has not gotten
through, ID 111 is not a part of
the system. Rather, it represents
a first effort-overhaul cannot be
accomplished overni~ht-to treat
higher education as a responsible
adult enterprise, an effort that

LETTERS

~

{

I

The attitude to which I refer is
one that assumes that education
automatically involves strict requirements, rules, and punishments, and its corollary is that because this system is sometimes
stupi~ or worse, a student is justified in beating i,t by any means,
fair or foul, as long as he does
not get caught. It is not difficult
to understand the existence of
such student thinking; that contemporary higher education, as
well as high school education, is
badly in need of overhaul should
be apparent to any careful observer.

*

l

TO THE

l

has been called for by many UNM
upperclassmen on the basis of
their experience on this campus.
Many of these upperclassmen
have ex:{lressed the wisli that they
could have been permitted to enroll in ID 111.
The student who does not fulfill
his obligations in ID 111 refuse!!
to profit by the experience of
these upperclassmen and makes it
increasingly difficult for their
>1oices to be heard; he takes unfair advantage of his freshman
classmates who are doing the
work in ID 111 or who are taking
instead a course involving examinations and grades; and he
breaks faith with those members
of the faculty who have donated
time and effort to ID 111, over
and above all of their other responsibilitea.

'

(
f

,,

"' * "'

Worst of all, he gives aid and
comfort to those within and without the university community who
hold to the view that when all is
said and done, univl.lrsity students
must be treated as untrustworthy
children.
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Lobo Sports Editor All Wet

slightly somewhere up the famous
creek.
About the Lobos, maybe next
year .••
Charles E. Padilla
Editor's Note: The article in
question did not say there had
been no complaints about KDEF's
coverage of Lobo games; it said
The Lobo had received no com·
plaints about the coverage. Also,
the article did not criticize KOB
for checking the rumor, but for
broadcasting it when it was found
tto 'lw ju~;t that-a groundl!ess
rumor.

Dear Editor:
A few comments on the primly
outrageous article by your sports
editor concerning KOB in Wednesday's Lobo.
It appears he mi~sed the boat
in his criticisms and as a result
winds up all wet.
He claims no complaints have
been received about KDEF's Lobo
game coverage. That is not true
-ask Lobo fans in the Belen, Los
Luna!:, or Bosqt1e FnrmR areas.
The little-league radio station
now doing the broadcasting is
completely d1·owned out by a Utah
Senate Elections
station after sunset and cannot
be heard beyond the city limits. Dear Editor:
KDEF, which specializes in
The Senate elections of October
"cuteness," is supposed to have 23 will figure in the well-being of
bid about $2,000 more for radio every student 011 this campus. The
rights than KOB, but I and many candidates should campaign on
others seriously question whethar substantial platforms. But the
$200 a game is worth disappoint· real test will not be on the issues
ing thousands o:t UNM graduates nor the personalities of the aspirwho live in the western U.S., not ants for the Senate; it will lie
to mention the thousands of fans. squarely on the shoulders of the
As far as quality of coverage, student voters.
I agree that KOB's announcer left
Can the student govern himself
something to be desired, but he and reasonably and logically
was improving and at least he choose the representatives that
could be heard.
will spend $24 of bis money in the
Finally, he blasts KOB's check- next six months?
ing on the rumor that Coach Bill
It is questionable.
Weeks is going to get the ax.
In past student government
I am somewhat surprised that elections, 90 per cent of the stuhe, a budding journalist, has dis- dent body has irresponsibly neregarded the fact that checking glected to exercise its voting
and running down rumors is one right.
of the essential duties of the
Overcoming this great, gross
trade,
indifference takes more than
And if Weeks does get the ax, fancy rhetoric and flowery promthat will leave your sports editor . ises in an aspiring candidate. It

takes initiative, perseverance,
and, most inportant, nerve.
Ross Perkal has these qualities,
and I support him.
Baker H. Morrow
Coleman Travelstead
Jim Dines
Ron Curry
Linda Wilson
Gary Cone
Bill Camp

Justice laGrange

I sang my harp on the sun's deck
Here at the water in the cool unblossomed year,
And the light notes clung at my hair roots
Like bird cries gathering.

Will Speak Today
The Honorable Maurice LaGrange, a justice of the Conseil
d'Etat of France, will speak today on "The Role of the European Court of Justice in the Integration of Europe."
The address, Open to attorneys
and the public, will be held at the
UNM Law School Moot Court
Room at 8:15p.m.
The Conseil d'Etat is the highest administrative court in
France, and M. Lagrange will be
aci:Ompanied by an escort-interpreter, Kenneth Adall,ls. While at
UNM, M. Lagrange will also address a class in administrative
law.
The prominent French jurist is
recipient of a Ford Foundation
travel and study grant. He has
traveled widely and spoken in
European countries, · the USSR,
and Argentina~

All the day's time leaned
Into lengthening shadows
And moments clung like fresh leaves
On water.
Wind crossed the pond
Leaving stripes and crosses
As though it rolled and cast down,
Cast down its shape for vision.
, · Wisteria hung for lavender
In a blossom of perfume,
And on the stone a toad
·Settled in sunlight.
.

'

"

,

'

Is this saturation of senses enough?
Living together between a time frame,
we~creature and non-creature
And I among them.

"

La Dolce Vita-byFrankJacome

Susan McCord ccontact Magazrne, 1965
"
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Lobo Staff Stomps Journal.
After the Lobo touchdown pass
interceptions by MacA!eese, defensive halfbacks, Chuck Reynodls and Craig Guest stop)led
Journal drives.
The inaurance Lobo touchdown

The Lobo staff football team
opened its exhibition season Sunday with an impressive 14-6 come
from-behind win over a large1•
and more experienced Albuquer·
que J our!lal squad.
It was the first practice and
the first scrimmage for the Lobo
~;~taff in preparation for the annual Lobo-Senate football game
yet to be scheduled.
The Journal jumped to an early 6-0. lead on a pass from Ed
Mahr to split end Ben Moffet.
But after that the under-manned
Lobo staff scored 14 points while
holding the professionals scoreless.
Guard Wayne Ciddio caught
Mahr in his own end zone for
a two-point safety, cutting the
Journal lead to 6-2. It was Ciddio's pressure that kept the downtowners' offense at bay most of
the game.
Greg MacAleese intercepted a
pass to set up the first student
paper touchdown. On the first
play after the interception he
swept around the right end and
. moved the ball to the Journal
two-yard-line.
From there Lobo staff playercaptain Nooley Reinheardt blasted over center for the go-ahead
TD making the score 8-6. Center
Bob Storey provided the key block
in that scoring play.

..
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New Mexico Wolfpups,
: lo61ting like grown-up Lobos,
: gll,1!iL'11P bO points for the second
' time ·this, year in Saturday's 50: 12: 'loss to the Arizona Wildkit-

air, compared to 596 yards of
total ground-gaining for the vis::it::in=g=te:a:m:·========,

: ·Last week New Mexico State
:. blanked the frosh 59-0. The 'Pups
.: have two games remaining, both .
• o'fi.the road •.
The Arizona frosh unit scored
: 38 points in the first half while
; holding_; :the Wolfpups score!ess
• and · let the second- and thud: string", Arizona players handle
: the game most of the second half.
: The:::'UN·M freshmen scored in
:the th1ril~nd- lourth quarters,
: makiiig"'Uie score 38-12 before
! the U of A put the game out of
:reach.
.
· New Mexico had 173 yards of
,.toal ofWns~7!L.of., that in the
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Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits .

. NEW MEXICO
!~llb~CIUtll'llU~~l-1'4ew Me11ico

.·NOW 4 STOR.S

;

Store .No. 1-1441A. Eubca,k N.E.-Princess Jeanne 'slioppi~~~ Cente~
Store No. 2-UIO•A Bridge St. S.W.-Goft; Plaia Center
.;
1
Store No. 3-4210 .4th St. N.W~ ' ' • · ;, • ::
i
·. Sto• ·No. i4-3901 Catral Ave. N'.!> .
o;) ., • "

CYCLE· CO•.
.

Pit 18NI08

THE STUQENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
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SANTA FE

'IOAO~ WOJj M9N
'X!W tJI!Ssep tUOjSU!

.,u,ppnd v·e'10ilS

Vt'e's~Mhleti'C'c'(lonference.

• Utah 33, · Atizona 29
~ Texas Western 47, Brigham
~
,.."~'Voung 17
.
·
: Anzona State 31, Washington
~
State 20
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''PosiTorque''. Change . from Sfreet Gearing to
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football scores:
: San Jose State 52, New Mex-
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checks or plaids. $6.00 for
short sleeves, $7.00 for long.
But don't buy a sport
shirt just for the plaid,
color, stripe or check. Get a
good sport shirt with a good
label. Our sports label is the
best. Look for Arrow.

Perma·lron shirt. 100%
cotton that won't wrinkle.
Labeled "Sanforized." With a
softly flared button-down
collar, shoulder·to-waist
tap~r .and ~ox ple/3~. You can
get tt tn stnpes, soltds,
,...-- r\
;zz:-.._

.....,.;....:.::~
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You buy both. The shirt
because of what it looks like.
And the label because of
what it means. A good label
means the shirt is styled to
last. That it's tape~ed, pleated
and rolled in the nght places.
Like this King Cotton

\lt;ive=;ue.. ~<t"foints Again

Instant Credit avail- .
able to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers·
needed!
Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information.--------------·
Name •a-~· .. *•·•··········· ·.Phon• ··~· .. .
needed to establish an Address ................... Au• ....... .
account. ,by calling 298- Perm11111111 AddNU , •.••••• : Stall ....•.
1831, Ext. 210.
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Ace Hendricks, the leading pass game Hendricks had caught 38
receiver in the nation the past passes for 676 yards and had
two weeks, is the choice of The possession of nearly all school
1 Lobo for its "Player of the Weelt"
'and· , several Western . Athletic
Conference receiving marks.
award.
Hendricks is a 196 - pound
He is the best pass snatcher in
junior from Des Moines. Iowa. school hintcry nnd h3,3 boon th:a
This season the 6'0" spiit end favorite target of the nation's
was switched from the defensive number one passer, Terry Stone,
backfield to wing back and then all season.
to his present position.
His receptions have been the
He missed much of last season heart of the deficient Lobo atwith an injured knee and played tack, and he and Stone have proonly one game on the offensive vided the few spectacular mosquad.
ments for UNM fans this season.
Going into the San Jose State
It was the two beautiful catches by Hendricks that kept San
Good for Openers
Jose State from pushing the LoIn his five years as bead foot- bos into the Pacific Ocean.
ball coach at Wyoming; Lloyd
His two catches inside the
Eaton has never lost an opening Spartan ten-yard line set up New
game. Three of the five times he·· Mexico's only two tc:Juchdowns in
posted shutouts, and hiB Cowboy · the 52-14 loss. His first of two
gridders have outscored the OJI· 30-yard catches put the Wolfposition,
123-21, jn those five con- pack
the one,-went
and quarterback
tests.
Rich onBeitler
over from ~·
there.
The next 80 yarder put the Lobos on the seven, and a couple of
plays later David Bookert went
into paydirt from four yards.

~

::: UNM Chaparrals modeled ski fashions at a meeting of the Ski
::Club Thursday night in the Union Theater-and the pretty, well•
'~(lressed coeds hel1• sell over 100 club memberships. The models were
:carla Dunlap, Donna Fonteccldo, Carol Roth, Carol Kengis, Susan
::tiaU, Pat Gres, Ellen Cullaton, Jan Stevens, Janice Jensen, Joyce
::G:attas, and Su;zanite Norgress. The first ski party of the year is
:~chedulejj!;l:t::,:S~~,d,1lY at the Sandia Peak Ski Lodge, (Photo by
"neinhea~"''
,
ul"
·~· .., ·

Too busy to stage a "park-in?"

California Democratic Con~
gressman George E. Brown Jr.,
Albuquerque's United Nations
Day speaker, will be at UNM on
Tuesday to meet with interested
253
.
in room.
In conjunction with the United Nations Day di-..nner at 6:80 ·
p.m. Tuesday, ·Congressman
Brown will speak on "The Les-

l

Do you buy
a shirt
ora label?

Sign up at Placement Center

EN11RE OUTFIT
Include• Shirt, Cummer·
bund, suspenders,
Hanclkerchlef, Studs,
Cufflinks, Tit> and

l

The nation-wide statistics are re- line and the next on the host
team's seven.
lea:>ed Wednesdays,
Second-team quarterback Rick
San Jose led 24-0 at intermis·
Beitler
went across for the first
&ion after putting 18 points on the
tally,
and
tailback David Bookert
scoreboard before five minutes
wen.t
four
yards for the second.
· were gone in the first half. It was
On
the
season Stone has com·
SJS's first victory in four games
pleted 100 passes out of 220 tries
this season.
Both of UNM's touchdowns fo1· 1364 yards. This is his first
were made possible by Ace Hen· year in a Lobo jersey, ·and he now
dricks, who leads the nation in lacks only 95 yards to break Stan
.pass receiving. One reception put Quintana's three-year passing
the ball on the Spartan one yard mark at UNM.

San Jose did what everyone else
has been able to do-beat the
Lobos-but went one better on the
first five UNM foes. The Spartans
contained the nation's total offense yardage leader and No. 1
passer, Terry Stone.
Stone, in his only disappointing
showing of the year, completed
nine of 22· pass attempt~J for 111
yards. His lead in total offense is
in more danger than the large
passing margin he has built up.

Graduating Seniors or Summer Employment
Tuesday, October 31, 1967

Receptions·· :~u~h:tsu:to:. ~.m.

· •
.
ontJnent:
·
Keep L0 bOS On C

~~·~"··· .-Jooll'•o!!~

·:·

Interview for Chemical, Mechanical, and
Chemists, and Physicists

· Democrat Brown
To Speak Tuesday

Leads Nations' Receivers

..

sion after the contest-whether
to catch the scheduled east-bound
plane or keep flying west from
California.

New Mexico lost its fifth game
in six outings this year 52-14 to
San Jose State Saturday and the
te11m had to make a crucial deci-

,~

.·.
,

FIII.ST and GOLD

HOT HAND HENDRICKS is the choice of The Lobo for its "Player of the Week" football award. For two weeks Ace has been the
number one pass receiver in the nation •. Going into the came he had
38 catches for 675 yards. Against San Jose he set up the Lobos• only
two TDs in the 52•U los&. (UNM photo)

Lethargic Lobos Turri the Other Cheek 52-14

came on a long bomb from MacAleese to Guest. Guest caught
the pass just before running out
of the end zone. Ell.rlie,. he had
lost a TD when a pas~ 'Y~fl :r»~ej}
trapped rather than caught.

DepQrtment of the Interior
BureQU of Mines Helium Activity
Amarillo, TeXQS
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Service Available ·
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. Held daor to Your DrVgatonr
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What's a wild, new
snack that takes
30 seconds to make,
needs no refrigeration,
comes complete

with· nothing ·to"·· wash1
.and can be stored
in a dormitory
for 63 years?

'146n041 JCJ pooj +! uo:> uato.a 146!W no;.
"JDU!J AJ!S!W94J 61q o aJO}eq 14Bp 't46!UPJW z; LJ.os
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9j9JdWo::> saWo::> e6opod u,ppnd \f·9~D4S 4::103
'OUOUOIJ JO 4JIOJSJ9Ufl9 'DII!UO/\ '910]0::>04:) U(
·6u!ppnd 106 91l,nOA pUD
~ 1as 41 191 'spuo::>9S o£ JOJ e~o4s 'P!I 941 dous
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Earth's Birthday TodciY?
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CARLOS MONTOYA, world-famous
warms up in the Green Room of the Concert Hall for his performance Saturday night. The concert, co-sponsored by the Cultural Program Committee of the Associated Students and tl)e Concert Hall,
saw about 900 people turn out to hear what Concert Hall Director
William J. Martin described as "a beautiful performance, which was
just what we expected." (Photo by Pawley)

•
{

Union Foreign Film Series

I

l
I

'Gospel' Termed Realistic,
Lacks l-leston, l-luge Cast

By YVONNE LOPEZ
Playing to a primarily postFerlinghetti audience, "The Gosr pel According to St. Matthew''
t was a notable contrast to the
far-out San Francisco beat poet's
readings Friday.,
The simple . story of Christ's
life according :to Matthew consisted of a cast of unknowns, and
· was noted by a member of Ute
audience as J?eing "One of the
only
existing . religious epics
1
f, without Charleton Heston and a
~· cast of thousands."
j.
Shown in Italian with English
sub-titles, the .picture presented a
• realistic view of the age-old story.
Although the story line is well
'
known and an ... occasional "I
, know what's going :to happen next,
'cause I read the book" could be

f

f

l
t.

tt

heard, the black and white presentation gave the viewer an opportunity to compare this religious film with its contemporaries.
Dedicated to the memory of
Pope John XXIII, the film was
directed by Pier Paolo Pasolinian avow;ed Communist. This picture is part of the Foreign Film
Series this semester presented by
the UNM Union Program Directorate in the Union Theater.
Scheduled in the theater on
Nov. 3 will be "The Seventh
Seal" (Swedish); Nov. 10, "Moment of Truth" (Spanish); Nov.
1'7, "The Three-Penny Opera"
(G.erman); Dec. 1, "Juliet of the
Spirits" (Italian); Dec. 8, "Joan
of the Angels" (Polish) ; Dec. 15,
"Yojimbo" (Japanese); Jan. 5,
"Galia" (French); Jan. 12, "The
Ballad of a Soldier'' (Russian).

Today, Oct. 23, marks the
5,971st anniversary of the creation of the world according to
studies made in the Middle Ages
by a Catholic archbishop.
The .Archbishop of Ussher not
only was precise enough to say
that the earth was formed on
Oct. 23, 4004 B.C. but in addition
he said creation took place at
9 a.m.
Evidence on display in the
UNM Geological Museum shows
the archbishop to have miscalculated by more than one billion
years.
Scientists still have not fixed a
definite year-or even a definite
millenium-for the creation of the
earth, but the oldest fossils on display at the Museum indicate that
life existed on earth 1.5 billion
years ago.
These fossils are nondescript
hunks of rock-like material found
in Michigan, Montana, and Minnesota, and are remnants of PreCambrian lime-secreting algae or
seaweed.
"A fossil is the remains of a
plant or animal, or the record of
its presence, ;preserved from the
geologic past in the rocks of the
earth," a Museum display explains. Fossils are classified according to their mode of preservation, and examples of each type
are displayed.
The Museum's fossil exhibits
are divided into two series: a
paleontologic or biologic series
based on biological classifications
of geologically -significant plants
and animals, and a stratigraphic
or chronological series surveying
the continuous history of living
earth forms.
One display in the biologic
series includes fossils, models,
and information about members
of the Phylum Chordata, subphylum Vertebrata. The display includes a shark jaw one foot in
diameter, which contains 400

J.

FOR SALE: 100% human hnir hand tied
fall Very close to blonde. Excellent condition. Make olfer. Phone 255-4207 after
5 p.m. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.

PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA~
DELlC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If
don't have them" then you don,t want
them. Send for samPles and list, MA•
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
:

1960 SUNBEAM ALPINE roadster. New
top, interior, and paint. Complete engine overhaul. also transmission. Two
new tir..,, wire wheels. After 5 p.m.
call 255-8474. 10/18, 19, 20, 2S.

BEST FOOD on camptis, Eat at Th~
College Inn. Limited number of meal
tickets now available. Priced "" low 1111
$2.75 per daY. Phone 243-2891. · ·"
:

866 Votes Cast

MORNING ride wanted from vicinity of
Rio Bravo and Isleta SW daily or occasionally. Call 877·8172. 10/20, 23, 25,
~0.

TRANSPORTATION
WANTED: A passenger, in light single
engine airplane to go to Los Angeles on
Oct. 25 or Oct. 26 and return Oct. 29.
40 round trip. Call 247-4085 after 4 p.m.
4 p.m.
LOST
LOST: Men's black wullet between chemIstry bldg. and College Inn. Reward of·
fered. Call 247·2578. 10/18, 19, 20, 23.

USED CYCLES: 1964 BMW $450; 1967
150cc Suzuki $295 : 1964 Bianchi $100.
Cycle Sport, 1820 Lomas NE. 10/19, 20,
23, 25.
LOVELY white brick front home. S b4.
rm,, dining room, 1'l4 bntha, den. Near
freeways~ 15 min, to Univ. Many ex-

H.

..,.

size 2 car garage. Fully landscaped,
front & hack sprinklers. Listed nt FHA
appraisal. Owner leaving N. Mex. Cull
299-5866. 10/18 contd.
PLAYBOY Student Rate $6.50, save $3.00.
Orc!er several Christmas gift subscrip.
tiona now. Call student rep. 247-9082.
-·
10/19, 20, 23, 25.
MUST SELL-1966 BSA Mark' ll Spitfir~
$900. Call 242·6919. - .
• '
,

I

!I
...

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & S~rvlces, aU
makes. 20 percent discount "With this a<t
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursdB)I. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SEl, Phon~
243-0588.
'
PERSONAX.S

FOR SALE

we

4 Elected to Fill
Senate Vacancies

·~

••••

~

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

.

'.
'I

OlllfOUr COURSES with.; ...~·
Barnes 1. Noble Educational-Paperbacks

COLLEGE

! I'

I'
111

OUTLINES

~~

'i

The SINS of the FLESHAPOIDS
Directed by Mike Kuchar-A love story that takes place a million years in the future
in a land that abandons all mechanical knowledge of a sophisticated society and
plunges itself into an abyss of _erotic pleasure and childlike self·indulgence. A
lavish production filmed in vivid and lush colors, with a climax that has to be seen
to be believed.

r

Results of Monday's special
Student Senate election were announced yesterday by Elections
Committee Chairman Kathleen
Rail.
Elected to fill four senate vacancies were Ray Schowers, Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Suzanne Ralls,
Chi Omega; Butch Witcher, Phi
Gamma Delta; and Ross Perkal,
Alpha Kappa Lambda.
A total of 866 voters cast ballots in what Chairman Rail termed "a pretty good turnout for a
special election." The new senators will take office after teachers' convention break and remain
in office until the next regular
election in December.
Final totals were: Ray Schowers, 480; Suzanne Ralls 427;
Butch Witcher, 398; Ross Perkal,
361; Marilyn Miller, 335; JoAnne
Hisey, 193; Dan Armstrong, 148;
and Marla Mortenson, 115.

ganization. We are interested in
colored. people around the world,
and we will achieve victory by
any means," he said.
·When asked what he meant by
victory, Ricks replied, "complete
liberation from our oppressors.''
The ·Lobo asked Ricks whether
he thought there was any place

ANTHROPOLOGY'
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

Student government representatives from nine New Mexico colleges and universities will meet
at the New Mexico Association
of College Student Governments
convention in Ruidoso Nov. 3-5,
the assoeiation's president, Tom
Joule of UNM announced I as t
week.
Representatives from UNM,
New Mexico State University,
Eastern New Mexico University,
Western New Mexico University,
Highlands University, College of
Santa Fe, University of Albuquerque, New Mexico Tech, and the
College of Artesia, will be present
at the convention.
"Breaching the communications
gap between our state government and our college and university governments will be the main
theme of the convention," Joule
said.
"The Association is. the repre·
sentative body of s~udent govern·
ment in New Mexico, and we
will concentrate on mutual awareness between state government,
local government, and student
governments in devising pro-

grams directly related to students," he said.
Lieutenant Governor E. Lee
Francis, G. Y. Fails of the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce,
and Bernalillo County State Representative J. M. "Mel" Eaves are
among the planned speakers at
the convention.
Discussion of state government,
Chamber of Commerce involvement in student affairs, the National Student Association's intemational travel programs, and
the establishment of a student
lobby at the state legislature in
Santa Fe were cited by Joule as
primary concerns of the convention.
UNM will send a delegation of
eight to the convention. The selection of delegates is pending.

Union Secretary

· There ' is· iiif opening for a
secretary on tho Union Pro·
gram Directorate. Anyone interested should apply in the
Activities Center of the Union.
This is a volunteer job.

Compared to students in other
universities, UNM freshmen are
older, don't plan to get married
in college, don't want to join the
Peace Corps, and don't go to
church.
These are some results of a
four-page questionnaire given to
1'759 incoming college students
last year.

The report was released in the
September issue of the Alumni
magazine by Harold Lavender,
vice president for student affairs.
The results of the questionnaire
were run through a computer
along with results from 306 other
universities and colleges by the
office of research of the American
Council on Education.

; '
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START RIQHT..... bU4
4our Outlines· and Handbooks";. ;,
when 4ou get 4o•"'·r t·extbOOfi.S
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KENNETH ANGER'S

SCORPIO RISING
The Crazy Cycle Set
EXTRA ADDED ATIRACTION

MEHLHOP and DEAN
Ballads For Hallowe'en
OCTOBER 31 - HALLOWE'EN EVE
Films shown at 7:00 and 9:00
ADMISSION BY EXPERIMENTAl FilM SUBSCRIPTION OR

ADULTS 1•.50 - STUDENTS 1.00

No Chil.dren Please
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Participation for a second year in Homecoming
activities at UNM has earned a special commun·
ity diviai()ll first place award for a family at 1603
Sigma Chi Road NE. Bob Barber, UNM senior
and member of Phi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
awarded the children a special cup and cenifieate
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The relat~onship between black power anrl chicano power was tJw
topic of discussion in a KUNM special program Friday night. Shown
here in KUNM studios, from left, are Willy Ricks, SNCC Atlanta
representative, Mary Barela, SNCC field secretary, and Felix Martin•
ez, member of the Federal Alliance of Free City States. A "peace
treaty'' to prevent violence in the future between Afro-Americans
and Spanish-Americans was signed over the weekend at the convention of the Alianza Federal de Pueblos Libres at the Civic Auditorium.

Revolution-

Seen

In Deans' Offices
This is one prediction by Dr.
During the next decade, increasing militancy by college stu- Sidney Rosenblum after study in
California as a fellow in acadents may result in the offices of demic
administration. The p~
dean of men and dean of women gram is sponsored by the Amerbecoming obsolete as they now ican Council on Education and
financed by the Ford Foundation.
function.
Dr. Rosenblum is an associate
professor of psychology at UNM
and from 1963 to 1966 was an
assistant dean of the Graduate
School.
No Sudden Changes·
The average age of incoming
He foresees no sudden or dra•
UNM freshmen is 19.5 years com- matic changes after spending a
pared to a national average of year at the administrative level
16.3. Lavender said this may be of San Diego State College. He
attributed to the larger number observed both the University of
of veterans at UNM.
California system and the state
The survey showed that 84.4 per college system of California.
cent of the incoming students
Greater militancy on the part
are from public schools while the of faculty is another of his prenational average is 86.8. UNM dictions, particularly concerning
seems to derive more of its stu- salaries and working conditions •
dents
fro m
denominational He noted that nine state colle~ll
schools, particularly Catholic. in California have accepted colFor UNM there were 35.7 per lective bargaining.
cent Catholic students versus a
The federal government will
25.8 national average.
support higher education to a
Lavender described the person- greater extent, Dr. Rosenblum
ality profile of the average stu- predicts.
dent.
And higher education will inHe wants to be an authority in cline toward the cluster college
his field, obtain recognition by his -small learning centers at large
peers, keep up with political af. universities, he ·asserts.
Enthusiastic over the added ...
fairs, be well-off financially, and
succeed in his own business or perspective that his year gave
him, Dr. Rosenblum said, "Uniprofession, he said.
1
versities
can't be run like social
He doesn t want to perform or
clubs.
They
are big business. .
compose music, be an expert on
"Two
hundred
new college pres·
finance, or join the Peace Corps
idents
are
needed
each yeat.
or VISTA.
Large
numbers
of
well-trained
Compared to his counterparts in
other institutions of higher learn- professionals will be needed • • ,
to manage the
ing, Joe or Jill UNM attends
academic
entfw,
more ballets, argues with other
p
r
i
s
e
succesS.:
students, goes to movies, drinks
fully," he says .
beer, and types his homework.
He sees these
He doesn't take naps, write
&dmini
strators
articles for the school papers, or
facing t h e s e
attend church.
problems:
- "Fantastic
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
growth in enrollFiesta Chairman
ment.''
- "More in•
Persons interested in apply·
Dr. Sidney
volvement
and
ing for Fiesta chairman may
Rosenblum
·
control
of
state
pick up applications in the
institutions by outside agencies
Activities Center of the Union.
and superboards."
.
The applications will extend
-"Pressures from students,
until Friday, Nov. 3, and
faculty, and the communitY to
should be submitted to the
meet needs of each group." In /.'
Rally Commit!:ee box.
(Continued on page 6)
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U. Frosh Older, Different

lt is a monument assembled to glorify Hollywood and the star image."-Kuchar.

PLUS

I

9 N M Schools to Attend
Ruidoso Leadership Meet

.,, ,, .

POLITICAL SCIENCE·
PSYCHOLOGY .
RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

I

Student Governments

OVER 140 TITLES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
including
ETIQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

I

for the white man in his movement. "We will work with any.
one who wants to overcome our
oppressors," he answered,
"We're going to move anything
that gets in our way from LBJ
to Lurleen Wallace. We do not
abide by the white man's laws;
we didn't make them," he said.

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
~'

From The UNDERGROUND

•

II

. and

PRESENT

~

SNCC Representative Predicts More

tras. w/w carpets, drapes, heated over...

TRANSPORTATION WANTED

Il
I
I

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:·
4 line ad., 66'-4 times, ,2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

EXICO

. '"

I'

Prof. Ralph d'Arge of the UNM
economics department .will speak
on "Reallocation of Water Resources in the Pecos Basin: Problems in Theory and Policy'' at a
meeting of the UNM Geography
Club Oct. 24 at 8 p.m. in the Alert
Center.

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

EW

By C. REYNOLDS'
"By next year white people
will be praying for another Detroit."
Willy Ricks, Atlanta SNCC
representative, told this to The
Lobo in an interview Saturday
at the Civic Auditor.ium, site of
the Alianza Federal de Pueblos
Libres convention.
The two-day convention involved former members of the Federal Alliance of Land Grants, several other Southwestern SpanishAmerican civil rights groups, and
black power organizations from
around the country and the Caribbean area.
Ricks silid he was in Albuquerque in support of the "National
Liberation Front in New Mexico
and Texas." He added that SNCC
Chairman H. Rap Brown had hoped to attend the convention, but
was unable to receive permission
from authorities to leave New
York.
"Detroit was a holiday. It's going to be a long, hot winter; by
next year white people will be
praying for another Detroit,"
Ricks said.
"We are a human rights or-

AND
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Phosphorescence exhibit, a sp~
cial display case containing rock,
miperal, ·and ore samples, demo!Jstrates chemical traits of certain
mineral ingredients. Different
rocks take on various eecy tints
when ordinary: white. light, longwave ultra-violet light; or shortwave ultra-violet light are shown
on them.
:
Prof. Stuart Northrop;- chairman of the UNM geillO'gy"department, is curator of the Museum,
which is located in room 10'1 of tlie
geology building.

Geography Club

CONCERT HALL

j.

teeth, fish fossils imprinted in
rock, the cast of an amphibian
skull preserved in a rock, and the
skeleton of a frog.
The chronological series includes
descriptions of Mesozoic Era
tmammals - dinosaurs, sabertoothed tigers, and mammoths.
Models have been reconstructed
of dinosaura and other reptiles,
and there are samples of a sabertoothed tiger's canine tooth, a
mastodon's jaw, 11nd a wooly
mammoth's tooth.
The Museum's Fluorescence-

v. 7 /'M·;}3

for the house decorations set up in their front
yard. With Barber in the front are Becky, Heidi,
and Philip Bundy with Vickie Kuntz and Tommy
Bundy in the back row. The Bundys are children
of Dr. Wayne Bundy, p r o g r a. m manager of
KN~E-TV at UNM, and Mrs. Bundy.
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